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So we apologize for the many worthy designers we just did not have room to include. Our criteria: that each possesses a
signature look (though they are all versatile, you just know when you’re in one of their interiors); that each works on an
international scale and in a variety of areas (residential, hospitality, private yachts and jets, etc.); that each has been
published in design books or monographs of their own work; and that the clientele of each represents the highest stratum of
society.
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Anouska Hempel
Signature: Hempel—an actress-turned-hotelier/designer—is known for her
architectural approach to interiors, as well as a ravishing sense of theatricality.
She’s known for playing with scale (large, dramatically sculptural focal points in ...
More

Geoffrey Bradfield
Signature: “I am a modernist, and my work is largely predicated on the use of major
contemporary art. Although I have great respect for the past, I like my work ... More

Clodagh
Signature: Clodagh, an Irish-born designer who goes by a single name, specializes
in what she calls “life-enhancing minimalism—all the comfort and luxury you need,
but not more than you need.” ... More

Featured Videos
Ferrari Webcast

Anthony Ingrao
Signature: “Not allowing any two projects to look alike,” says Anthony Ingrao’s
partner, Randy Kemper. “We customize each project to our client’s taste and help
them define an individual style. ... More

Amidst a backdrop of
collectible vintage
Ferrari's, Robb Report
automotive consultant
Robert Ross hosts a
webcast that provides
an insider’s More

The Future of Car Collecting
At Carmel’s incomparable Quail Motorsports
Gathering, McKeel Hagerty of Hagerty
Insurance talks with Robert Ross about the
future of the More
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Clodagh
APRIL 19, 2011

ADD TO MY VAULT

Signature: Clodagh, an Irish-born designer who goes by a single name, specializes in what she calls “life-enhancing
minimalism—all the comfort and luxury you need, but not more than you need.” It’s not about deprivation or asceticism, she
says. “I design experiences rather than spaces. We work with all the senses and incorporate things like feng shui,
chromotherapy, and biogeometry. It’s design as a healing art.”
Sphere of Work: Asia, Europe, Africa, North America
Fields: Residential, hotels, restaurants, yachts, retail, health care, furniture, carpets, tile, and many other products, including
a fashion line
Clients: “Famous film stars and musicians, famous businessmen … famous anyone.” But you don’t have to be famous to
hire her.
Current Notable Projects: “Our fifth project for Tufenkian Heritage Hotels, this one in Yerevan, Armenia’s capital; a notable
health care center; a luxury spa at Miraval in Arizona; a group of Awake boutiques, a Japanese skin care brand; and a
12,000-square-foot home in Miami.”
Books: Total Design and Your Home Your Sanctuary
(212.780.5300, www.clodagh.com)
— Jorge S. Arango
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